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AUTUMN 2019 (September to November) advance predictions. 

Welcome to the Autumn 2019 website entry and if the methodology holds good, a change of 

weather from the quarter day on 29th September from the SW winds of the last 18 months, that 

have given warmer than average and dryer than average conditions, to a return to more 

seasonal weather, I think that the predominant  wind direction will be from the E to SE quadrant, 

thereby bringing a much colder air temperature, and, with it colder weather which will 

commence after the Indian summer period around the 18th October, which is the period of St 

Luke’s (18th) period of five days to a week of dry settled find daytime weather but with 

pronounced cold dry, maybe frosty, nights.   With the end of this period, the methodology here 

indicates the last week of October into the first week of November will be very cold, for those 

north of Buxton, snow is definite possibility; for those south of the mid-Wales > Birmingham> 

Norwich line  cold but no snow. 

So an early cold winterish period, unusual but not unheard of, and for those that watch what 

nature prepares and does in the preceding months no real surprise at all.  The spring and 

summer periods have been warm and predominantly dry, some regions however wetter than 

others, but for the greater part farmers/growers/gardeners and livestock owners have had a 

truly stressful last year or so with excess heat and lack of rainfall.   There is still overall, despite 

the recent rains, a shortage of water, and I fear that some brooks, streams and water systems 

that have dried up in the last eighteen months or so may never fully recover.   In some areas 

boreholes and artesian water supplies are depleted completely.    The warm conditions however 

kept the May frosts at bay, and most of the fruit had set in April in any case, any damage was 

minimal at worst.     The grain harvest has sufficient water and heat to be respectable this year 

too; many crops fare better this autumn too, some suffered in the spring deluge, but this is the 

UK, we have weather, not a climate. 

We are used to having four seasons, spring, summer autumn and winter; however in recent 

years it appears that the seasons seem to merge with no real definitive periods, and as such I 

watch and see the effects, I also conduct my own research to see how nature copes with the 

effects of any global warming there may be.   To this end I endeavour to go out for ambles 

across the countryside daily, to look, see and note the subtle vital changes – if any – that 

causes nature to adapt.   The results are fascinating and the old sayings I use, abused by many 

experts as ‘mumbo-jumbo,’ do work really well year in year out.  Nature adjusts very well in 

subtle ways to any such changes but still manages to give accurate data. 

I give a couple of examples here to amplify this; Christmas was dry bright and very sunny, 

giving the advanced information of good fruit and grain harvest, therefore no May frosts to 

destroy the fruit blossoms, and sufficient rain, sun and heat for the grain harvest to be good, 

pointing to a reasonable harvest period of dry sunny weather; So far so good, fruits very good, 

maybe a little small due to lack of rain, but plentiful, grain (and vegetables) better than last year 

for sure.      The grass was growing on 1st January indicating a single hay harvest for 2019; the 

weather for this harvest was indeed excellent and the rains and heat to follow prior to this 
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harvest brought everything along beautifully.   The barns should be well stocked for there will be 

no such second hay harvest this year. 

The cuckoo arrived some twelve days early again this year (5th April) therefore would depart 

early too, maybe the second week in June (normally late June early July); again this was what 

happened, the cuckoo departed before the cold wet period in June – the cold and wet effectively 

destroyed what insect life there was, thus depriving the vital food source of the cuckoo. 

The swallows, martins and swifts this year well down in numbers too, maybe due to adverse 

weather over the Iberian Peninsula in April when they arrive, and many diverted to the 

Canaries, but also it was a very dry period here, no mud for nest building, and precious few 

insects for food.   Nature forewarns and prepares, if, like me, you notice these small happenings 

then they become vital part to the methodology, with the absence of such birds, the warning of 

less insects (as has been proven) was there.   This maybe old ‘mumbo-jumbo’ but it works far 

better than ‘computer models’ that many use for weather predicting; our forefathers were very 

clever at noticing and noting down such matters, the year is filled with such small detail.   A 

reader recently wrote to me of St Margaret’s flood in July, spot on to the day; the system may 

be old, but it works and works well. 

So, what has nature prepared for the winter?   It cares not for humans, but has kindly filled the 

barns and cupboards for winter already with everything some four weeks or so ahead of the 

norm.    By the time the August rains appear (see the Summer 2019 issue) all will be safely 

gathered in – with the residue to be collected  in the Indian summer period mentioned earlier. 

 But see what nature has set in store for birds and animals; last year just enough to survive for it 

was always going to be a dry warm winter, this year the complete opposite.  Start with road side 

plants and hedgerows, how high the seed bearing plants are, hogweed, teasel, burdock and the 

giant hogweed indeed giant sized this year; so too the water hogweeds and associated seed 

plants; thistles in their millions, all seed bearing plants up off the ground; to me this indicates 

that the ground will be frozen/flooded or snow covered.   There is more, now look at the berries, 

hawthorn – the common hawthorn (white blossom) followed by the midland hawthorn (pink 

blossom) some six weeks later, sorbus, blackthorn, lime, rowan, geulder, elder, holly , yew, 

spindle, maple with the ivy – the failsafe backstop of food for the winter, still to come.   See too 

the berries, bryony, nightshades, bittersweet, blackberries, lords and ladies all there with 

copious food supplies; now the seed bearing trees, sycamore, hornbeam, ash, alder, backed up 

by the rose hips in their thousands too:   So why so many?   Perfect growing conditions some 

will say, I agree, but I look deeper, nature has provided food for the resident birds, but also 

sufficient food for incoming birds from the arctic regions, fieldfares, redwings, starlings 

brambling etc; all signs of long hard winter to come.  The nuts this year are superb trees full of 

every type of nut too – yet another winter sign.  Finally look too at the oak tree, see the massive 

crop of acorns this year, a truly sure sign of a long hard winter; this tree provides too food for 

incoming jays from the near continent and does the rowan provide berries for the influx of robins 

too from the continent, therefore they too will have a long hard cold winter.  The leaves too 

provide cover for the winter birds in cold weather.   The signs therefore already are writ loud and 

clear for a long hard winter. 



A slight change of tack here, maybe something for the reader to think about, any comment will 

be welcomed too.   We have four seasons, autumn, winter, spring and summer however maybe 

time for a slight change? 

The four seasons above are better defined from my perspective, as others before me have 

remarked, as autumn being from 10th September until about 19th November including at least 

one very wet and stormy period, but with a milder patch in the middle (St Luke’s summer).   

Then early winter commences 20th November until about second week in January, in this period 

frosts never last more than a week, but are usually brief periods, but storms increase and 

become more common, but snow not really a problem as such.    Then the late winter or early 

spring period from early January to the end of March with longer periods of one type of weather 

or such established (warm and dry in 2019 – not so for 2020); this year the methodology points 

to cold snowy conditions early January into February, but the cold continuing well into March, 

with dry cold powdery snow from the east drifting and causing, as a result, travel chaos.  The 

hottest days in June give the coldest days in the following February – and end the end of June 

2019 gave us an extremely hot period – the signs again are writ loud and clear, again 180 days 

ahead too.  

The next period is spring and early summer beginning early April (I use 14th as the starting 

point) until mid-June.   A period of very changeable and mixed weather of all sorts, for northerly 

winds predominate bring cold wintry showers often with hail and thunder; this however 

ameliorates around mid-June as the equinox draws nearer and settled SW winds  bringing 

warmer air for the summer arrive, these winds also however do bring rain from the Atlantic to 

western parts.    Finally high summer appears from mid-June until about 9th September, the 

season of persistent westerly winds, for the south from the SW and for the north from the NW, 

but also with quiet periods of dry settled weather.   The eastern side of the UK being affected by 

easterly winds from the near continent, when it is very hot there, then so it is here; similarly in 

winter, very cold there, the same here. 

I have therefore veered away from the accepted four seasons and prefer to use the above five 

seasons, being a more definitive and practical usage of the methodology.   Some may agree, 

some may disagree, but here in the UK we have weather, not a climate, and at times quirky 

weather too, when nature throws an unpredicted and unpredictable curler from nowhere, like 

the warmest ever recorded temperatures in February 2019 and again in June 2019, but it is not 

an exact science, all the methodology here does is to try to give a reasoned, fact based forward 

projection of weather 90 to 180 days head; it is a massive learning curve, but as those that have 

gone on walks here with me will agree, nature tells all, always at least 90 days ahead, it is then 

down to the methodology here to give the result.   I am human, therefore I can, every now and 

then cock-up, but now, not that often, the ‘mumbo-jumbo,’ slowly but surely establishes itself as 

pretty good. 

So what of autumn? We are short of water, nature will compensate for this over the early part 

this season, therefore expect more rain than normal, and it will remain warm however until then 

end of St Luke’s little summer.   At the end of this period, always stormy too, expect some 

unseasonably early cold weather, snow in the north will be no surprise, it will however not last 



and November will be an assortment of wet, at times cold weather, but also quieter periods 

giving rise to fogs.    The end of October could, for coastal and low lying areas susceptible to 

flooding, produce some high water problems with a combination of highest tides, rain and 

stormy conditions.    There is a small respite of dry sunny settled daytime weather, but cold 

nights, for three days or so, around the 11th November, called St Martin’s little summer, the last 

such respite until well into spring, but see too the following paragraph regarding this day. 

The important days to watch are twofold; the first the wind direction on the 29th September 

(Michaelmass) which will give the predominant wind direction until 21st December; and 

secondly, maybe more important too, since it is a highly reliable wind indicator, the wind 

direction on St Martin’s day (11th November) will give the predominant wind direction until at 

least Candlemass (2nd February) and usually up to 21st March (St Benedict) the next wind 

quarter day after 21st December.   This St Martin wind is near 100% accurate, I expect it to be 

from the eastern segment too, therefore, especially for the eastern side of the UK a cold raw 

wind blowing all the way across Europe from the Ural Mountains. 

The winter predictions I will publish in mid November after the St Martin’s day wind data. 

SEPTEMBER 2019 

NEW MOON = 28th @ 1926hrs = Fair + Super New Moon ++++ 

 1st QUARTER MOON = 6th @ 1830hrs = Fair 

FULL MOON 14th @ 0352hrs = Cold & rain showers +Micro Full Moon ***    

LAST QUARTER MOON 22nd @ 0340hrs = Cold & Rain showers 

DoP = 29th St Michael (Michaelmass) + Quarter Day 

Autumnal Equinox 23rd @ 0254hrs. 

Highest spring tides 29th August to 3rd September AND 28th to the 30th. 

APOGEE 13th @ 1432hrs:   PERIGEE 28th @ 0327hrs. 

MET OFFICE NOTES:  1st to 17th Quiet period.        BUCHAN NOTES :  none. 

Full moon is called Full Corn Moon or Full Harvest Moon. 

*** Micro Full moon is when a Full moon coincides with an Apogee 

++++ = Super New moon is when a New moon is at its closest point to the earth. 

To summarise September, maybe wetter at the start of the month than is usual, but not a cold 

month, but rain, as explained in the main text above is likely to be an unusual feature this year. 

 

 



 

 

OCTOBER 2019 

NEW MOON = 28th @ 0338hrs = Snow if cold enough – else rain    

 1st QUARTER MOON = 5th @ 1747hrs = Changeable 

FULL MOON 13th @ 2207hrs = Fair & frosty 

LAST QUARTER MOON 21st @ 1339hrs = Rain – if cold enough then snow. 

BST ENDS 27th. 

Highest tides 28th to the 31st 

Apogee 10th @ 1929hrs.    Perigee 26th @ 1141hrs. 

Met Office Quiet Period 16th to the 19th. 

Met Office stormy period 24th to the 13th November 

Tree of the month up to 27th is the ivy, thereafter the reed. 

Full moon is called the Hunters moon of Blood moon or Sanguine moon 

DoP = None this month. 

To summarise October: Changeable but mainly dry to start the month up to and including St 

Martin’s little summer ( five days to a week around 18th); thereafter, stormy, if cold enough snow 

– north of Buxton, but south of the Birmingham to Norwich line just rain - into the first week of 

November, otherwise rain and windy.  Maybe some high water problems in coastal and tidal 

waters at the end of the month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NOVEMBER 2019 

NEW MOON  = 26th @ 1505hrs = Fair & mild. 

1st QUARTER MOON =4th @ 1023hrs = Cold & high winds. 

FULL MOON 12th @ 1334hrs = Snow – if cold enough else Rain 

LAST QUARTER MOON 19th @ 2110hrs = Rain or Snow – if cold enough. 

5th + 6th  November = Taurids Meteor Shower 

17th + 18th = Leonids Meteor Shower 

DoP = 11th St Martin 

Highest spring tides 25th to the 28th 

APOGEE 7th @ 0837hrs:  PERIGEE 23rd @ 0754hrs. 

MET OFFICE NOTES:    24th October to 13th stormy.  15th to 21st quiet.  

            24th to 14th December stormy. 

                        BUCHAN NOTES:  6th to 13th cold period. 

To summarise November: A cold start to the month, cold enough for snow in the north but not 

south of the Birmingham to Norwich line; then cold with high winds to the middle of the month. 

Rain for the third week, but if cold enough in places maybe some light snow, but nothing to give 

problems, and ending the month dry fair and mild (relatively).   So a dry Halloween night! 

 

Thank you for interest, I hope the methodology stands up well again, but as ‘experts’ have told 

me, it is all ‘mumbo-jumbo,’ as such not that clever either.  But I sit here in mid-July and trust 

the methodology. 

 

Copyright.  David King  Edenbridge       July 2019. 

 

 

 

 


